Partnerships between academic researchers and public agencies are a common approach to the piloting, implementing, and testing of policy and practice initiatives. These partnerships may benefit both parties by mustering support for rigorous research methods and increasing the relevance of research findings to the field. Although researchers have proposed collaborative partnership models and described vital characteristics of successful research partnerships, few have studied the conditions that effectively facilitate and sustain productive partnerships.

Developing and sustaining productive relationships with public agency partners poses challenges to researchers. Organizational structure, culture, politics, and reward systems shape the motivations and priorities of both agency partners and academic researchers. In fact, these motivations and priorities may be at odds. For example, fast-paced, crisis orientated public agencies may require rapid evaluations with findings most usefully described in one page of bulleted items or presented to senior staff. These work products may be unsuitable for professional publications or scientific presentations which are typically required of academic researchers. While the academic researcher’s priority might be to make a scientific contribution, the agency’s research priority may be driven by an immediate policy or practice need.

It is our contention that successful research partnerships with public agencies are based on a shared understanding and joint appreciation of the contingencies operating in each partner’s domain. This appreciation may develop best in conditions of trust and respect, which contribute to good relationships and a growing portfolio of positive experiences. The outcomes of the most successful partnerships, generated in the context of a true learning community, are rewarding to both public agency representatives and researchers. Their shared priority and their commitment must be to integrate scientific rigor with real-world relevance. It is our experience in the Family Networks Implementation Study that pursuing one enhances, rather than precludes, the achievement of the other.

The Family Networks Implementation Study (FNIS)

Family Networks is a Massachusetts Department of Children and Families (MA/DCF) initiative to transform traditional purchased services, e.g., in-home services, specialized foster care and congregate care (group home settings), into an integrated child...
welfare service system for children, youth, and families. The FNIS is a mixed methods longitudinal study of the structures, processes and conditions that influence the implementation of Family Networks, being conducted by partners from CMHSR and the MA/DCF. CMHSR researchers have a long-standing commitment to research on questions generated in real-world contexts, with implications for policy and practice. MA/DCF represents a new research relationship for CMHSR, requiring the development of strategies and mechanisms for building and sustaining the partnership.

**Shared Power Leads to Trust**

Shared project management and the active involvement of stakeholders have contributed to trust and enhanced commitment to the FNIS. The study is co-directed by CMHSR and MA/DCF project leaders who share power in all aspects of the study. Two functional project teams include representatives from MA/DCF and CMHSR. The Project Management Team (PMT) informs the study design, recommends research methods and measures, specifies the data collection schedule, and deals with study logistics. The Study Advisory Team (SAT) includes an array of Family Networks stakeholders (e.g., provider agency and MA/DCF regional and area office representatives) who assist in refining research questions, advise regarding sampling and data collection strategies, interpret findings, review deliverables and recommend feedback.

**Shared Knowledge & Expertise Lead to Respect**

Mutual respect develops when partners share knowledge and expertise to refine study procedures, reduce study burden, and promote the likelihood of study success. For example, the PMT created a library of handouts about research design and methods to inform SAT members unfamiliar with research strategies. MA/DCF partners and stakeholders share information about their experiences in the field, and in previous research and evaluation efforts that have been more or less successful. They provide access to key informants, agency managers, and community networks of providers who inform and participate in the study.

**Communication Leads to Shared Understanding**

Open communication facilitates the development of mutual mentoring relationships, which allow study partners and stakeholders to learn about and adapt to the time frames, priorities, contingencies, and values of each other’s dynamic organizations. FNIS partners and stakeholders spend a great deal of time discussing their respective organization’s roles, responsibilities, languages, norms, and physical environments. Rather than compromising research rigor, this shared understanding allows for a transparent alignment of ideas and values between partners. For example, a MA/DCF manager may be reassured that research sampling strategies are consistent with strategies they might use to insure equal representation.

**Shared Experiences Lead to a Learning Community**

The FNIS provides MA/DCF partners with the opportunity to reflect upon agency activities and study findings, while providing CMHSR partners with the opportunity to contextualize research results. The FNIS design is a collaborative, iterative process in which findings from each phase of research are used to develop subsequent phases. During this process, FNIS partners engage in conversations about factors related to rigor, and address questions about relevance in a dynamic, changing public agency.

**Integrating Rigor and Relevance**

The partnership of public agency partners with academic researchers can lead to clearer strategies and more relevant findings for maintaining rigor in community research. A shared understanding of the contingencies operating in each domain can contribute to the building of productive relationships and a learning context in which rigorous research can be conducted and have real-world impact.
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